INTRODUCTION
Pancreatic cancer is the fourth-leading cause of cancer-related death in the United States, and most patients survive Ͻ 12 months after diagnosis. 1 Aside from disease stage, few prognostic factors have been well characterized. 2 Individuals with diabetes are known to be at increased risk of developing of pancreatic cancer, 3 but few studies have assessed diabetes and survival among patients with pancreatic cancer.
The relationship between diabetes and pancreatic cancer is complex. Numerous studies have demonstrated an increased risk of pancreatic cancer among individuals with long-standing diabetes, generally classified as diabetes for Ͼ 3 to 5 years. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] On the basis of laboratory and epidemiologic studies, the chronic metabolic and inflammatory consequences of diabetes are thought to promote cancer initiation and early progression. 8, 9 However, studies have also indicated that 20% to 30% of patients with pancreatic cancer develop diabetes in the 2 to 4 years before cancer diagnosis. [10] [11] [12] Hyperglycemia in this setting is the result of intact, but not yet clinically diagnosed, pancreatic cancer and has been classified as secondary or type 3c diabetes. 12, 13 In these patients, pancreatic tumors are thought to secrete factors that cause paraneoplastic hyperglycemia, and recent-onset diabetes will resolve in some patients after resection of the pancreatic tumor. [14] [15] [16] Given the different pathophysiology of long-standing and recent-onset diabetes in patients with pancreatic cancer, we sought to evaluate their association with survival in two large cohort studies, in which dates of diagnosis for diabetes and pancreatic cancer were collected prospectively. To validate our findings in a third independent data set, we examined survival in patients from a prospective clinic-based study of pancreatic cancer.
PATIENTS AND METHODS

Study Populations
We evaluated patients with pancreatic cancer enrolled onto two prospective cohort studies: the Nurses' Health Study (NHS) and Health Professionals Follow-Up Study (HPFS) . NHS was initiated in 1976, when 121,700 female registered nurses age 30 to 55 years returned a mailed questionnaire describing demographics, lifestyle choices, and medical history. 17 HPFS began in 1986, when 51,529 men age 40 to 75 years working as dentists, veterinarians, pharmacists, optometrists, osteopathic physicians, or podiatrists returned a mailed questionnaire on health-related behaviors and medical history. 18 Participants have updated exposures and medical history through biennial follow-up questionnaires. These studies were approved by the Brigham and Women's Hospital Human Research Committee (Boston, MA), and participants provided informed consent.
We then examined patients from an ongoing clinic-based study at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute (DFCI; Boston, MA). Patients with pancreatic cancer were prospectively recruited by reviewing provider schedules in the GI Cancer Center between November 5, 2004, and July 15, 2013 . Eligible patients were age Ն 21 years with pathologically confirmed pancreatic adenocarcinoma. The study was approved by the Dana-Farber/Harvard Cancer Center Institutional Review Board (Boston, MA), and participants provided informed consent.
Patient Cases of Pancreatic Cancer
In NHS and HPFS, 1,006 patient cases of pancreatic cancer were diagnosed after return of the 1986 questionnaire through May 31, 2010 , in NHS or January 31, 2010 Patient cases were identified by participant selfreport or death follow-up. Deaths were ascertained from next of kin or the postal service and by searching the National Death Index. 19 Diagnoses were confirmed by review of medical records, death certificates, and/or tumor registry data by study physicians blinded to exposure data. Patients with nonadenocarcinoma histology were excluded.
At DFCI, 1,038 patients were approached for consent, and 743 (72%) agreed to participate. Of consenting patients, 485 completed the structured questionnaire. Characteristics were similar between patients who did and did not complete the structured questionnaire, including age at diagnosis (63.6 v 64.1 years), sex (47.4% v 48.8% female), race/ethnicity (93.6% v 92.2% white), and stage at diagnosis (60.0% v 55.4% with metastatic disease). Of 485 patients who completed the structured questionnaire, we excluded 88 patients who completed the questionnaire Ͼ 6 months after cancer diagnosis, to minimize misclassification of diabetes duration, and 11 patients with unknown diabetes status or duration.
Assessment of Diabetes Exposure
In HPFS and NHS, diabetes status was determined from patient report on biennial questionnaires. A supplementary questionnaire was used to verify the diagnosis, as described previously. 20, 21 Of 181 patients with type 2 diabetes included in the current analysis, 132 (73%) returned the supplementary questionnaire allowing confirmation. On the basis of prior studies of pancreatic cancer, 10-12 long-term diabetes was defined as diabetes for Ͼ 4 years before pancreatic cancer diagnosis, whereas shortterm diabetes was defined as diabetes Յ 4 years before cancer diagnosis. In sensitivity analyses, results were largely unchanged using 3 or 5 years duration to define long-and short-term diabetes.
In the DFCI study, a structured questionnaire was used to collect demographic information and risk factors. For patients who indicated a diabetes history, diabetes duration was assessed by the question: "How many years ago were you diagnosed with diabetes or high blood sugar?" Answer options were 0 to 1, 2 to 4, 5 to 9, 10 to 14, or Ն 15 years, and for type of diabetes treatment, options were medications by mouth or insulin injections. As in prior studies 10-12 and the HPFS and NHS cohorts, patient cases were grouped as long term for those with diabetes for Ͼ 4 years and short term for those with diabetes Յ 4 years.
Assessment of Covariates
In NHS and HPFS, covariate data were obtained from questionnaires. Cancer diagnosis date and stage were obtained from medical record review. Cancer stage was classified as: local disease amenable to surgical resection, locally advanced disease that was unresectable but without metastases, or distant metastatic disease. In the DFCI study, the structured questionnaire provided covariate data, including age, race/ethnicity, smoking status, and body-mass index (BMI) 6 months before clinic visit. Cancer diagnosis date and stage were obtained from medical records. Cancer stage was classified similarly to the prospective cohorts.
Statistical Analysis
We examined the association of long-and short-term diabetes with survival using Cox proportional hazards regression to calculate hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% CIs for mortality. Survival was calculated from cancer diagnosis to death or last follow-up. Last follow-up was May 31, 2010, in NHS; January 31, 2010, in HPFS; and July 23, 2013 , in the DFCI study. Proportionality of hazards assumption was satisfied by evaluating a time-dependent variable, which was the cross product of diabetes and time (all P Ն .15).
In multivariable models, we adjusted for potential confounders, including age at diagnosis, sex, race/ethnicity, smoking status, year of diagnosis, and cancer stage. We noted similar results in a sensitivity analysis in which we removed NHS and HPFS patient cases with unknown stage; no DFCI patient cases had unknown stage. Subsequently, we adjusted for BMI, which may lie along the causal pathway of diabetes and survival. To consider overall comorbidity, we adjusted for a continuous propensity score in NHS and HPFS derived by regressing diabetes on comorbidities and lifestyle factors with the potential to limit survival, 22 including physical activity, alcohol intake, calorie intake, and history of high cholesterol, stroke, hypertension, or heart disease (eg, angina pectoris, coronary bypass/angioplasty/stent, myocardial infarction). To combine results, we conducted a pooled analysis by calculating an HR for each study and computing a summary HR using the DerSimonian and Laird random effects model. 23 Heterogeneity was tested using Cochran's Q statistic. 24 We performed stratified analyses among cohort patients and assessed statistical interaction by entering main effect terms and a cross-product term of diabetes and stratification variable into the model, evaluating likelihood ratio tests. Survival curves were investigated using the Kaplan-Meier method and log-rank test. Statistical analyses were performed using SAS software (version 9.3; SAS Institute, Cary, NC), and all P values are two sided. Table 1 . Among NHS and HPFS patients with known stage, 20.0% had localized disease, 15.6% had locally advanced disease, and 64.4% had metastatic disease. Among DFCI patients, 15.3% had localized disease, 17.9% had locally advanced disease, and 66.8% had metastatic disease. In NHS and HPFS, median survival times were 16 months for patients with localized, 8 months for those with locally advanced, and 3 months for those with metastatic disease, closely mirroring survival times in the general US population for patients with pancreatic cancer. 25 As commonly noted at large tertiary cancer centers, DFCI patients had longer median survival times, consistent with the selfselecting populations seeking care at these centers. Median survival times were 29 months for patients with localized, 18 months for those with locally advanced, and 10 months for those with metastatic disease. By end of follow-up, 971 (96.5%) and 268 patients (69.4%) had died in NHS/HPFS and the DFCI study, respectively. Characteristics of patients with pancreatic cancer by diabetes status are listed in Appendix Table A1 (online only) .
RESULTS
Characteristics of patients with pancreatic cancer are listed in
Patients with pancreatic cancer with long-term diabetes had reduced survival compared with those without diabetes (Table 2 ). In NHS and HPFS, median survival was 5 months for nondiabetics and 3 months for long-term diabetics. In multivariable-adjusted Cox regression models, the HR for death was 1.40 (95% CI, 1.15 to 1.69; P Ͻ .001), comparing patients with long-term diabetes with those without diabetes. The HR was not materially changed after further adjustment by BMI (HR, 1.38; 95% CI, 1.14 to 1.68; P ϭ .001). We considered whether patients with diabetes had a greater degree of comorbid illness, which might have led to worse survival. After adjustment for a propensity score to account for differences in comorbidity, our results remained unchanged (HR, 1.46; 95% CI, 1.17 to 1.80; P Ͻ .001). In a sensitivity analysis involving only patients with confirmed diabetes status, our results also remained unchanged. Although data are conflicting, it has been suggested that diabetes may increase perioperative morbidity and mortality among patients undergoing pancreatectomy. 26, 27 Only patients with localized disease undergo pancreatectomy, and after exclusion of patients with localized disease, our results were not materially altered (HR, 1.47; 95% CI, 1.15 to 1.87; P ϭ .002). In contrast to the results for long-term diabetes, short-term diabetes was not associated with survival among patients from NHS and HPFS (Table 2) . We next sought to confirm these results in an independent patient population. Among patients in the DFCI case series, long-term diabetes was similarly associated with reduced survival (Table 2) . Median survival was 13 months for nondiabetics and 9 months for long-term diabetics. In the multivariable-adjusted model, the HR for death was 1.53 (95% CI, 1.07 to 2.20; P ϭ .02), comparing patients with long-term diabetes with those without diabetes. These results were unchanged after further adjustment for BMI and after excluding patients with localized disease. Short-term diabetes was not associated with survival (Table 2) .
Kaplan-Meier curves comparing survival by diabetes status are shown in Figure 1 . In NHS and HPFS, the 6-, 12-, and 24month survival rates were 25.6%, 13.4%, and 6.0% among longterm diabetics and 42.7%, 20.9%, and 10.1% among nondiabetics, respectively (log-rank P Ͻ .001). Among DFCI patients, the 6-, 12-, and 24-month survival rates were 65.1%, 40.8%, and 11.1% among long-term diabetics and 75.7%, 51.7%, and 30.0% among nondiabetics, respectively (log-rank P ϭ .01). The HRs for death were similar across the three patient populations (Fig 2) . To examine extremes of survival, we divided patient cases into quintiles by survival time and noted a higher proportion of long-term diabetics in the bottom 20% of survival time in both NHS/HPFS and the DFCI study (Appendix Table A2 , online only).
Although somewhat limited by sample size, we examined survival among long-term diabetics by diabetes treatment (Table  3) . Compared with nondiabetics, long-term diabetics receiving oral hypoglycemics or insulin seemed to have reduced survival. Among patients with long-term diabetes, similar HRs for death were observed among patients with Ͼ 10 and Յ 10 years exposure to diabetes (Appendix Table A3 , online only). Within NHS and HPFS, no statistically significant interactions were seen by sex, smoking status, BMI, or disease stage (all interaction P Ͼ .50; Appendix Table A4, online only); sample size was limited for stratified analyses in the DFCI study.
DISCUSSION
In this study of three patient populations drawn from two prospective cohorts and a clinic-based case series, we identified a consistent 40% to 50% relative reduction in survival time comparing long-term diabetics with nondiabetics, translating to a 2-to 4-month shorter median survival. This reduction in survival remained statistically significant after several sensitivity analyses and adjustment for potential confounding factors, including a propensity score that provided an aggregate measure of comorbid illness. Reduced survival was noted among diabetics receiving oral hypoglycemic medications and insulin, compared with nondiabetics. In contrast, we did not observe differences in survival for patients with recent-onset diabetes compared with those without diabetes. Taken together, these data implicate long-standing diabetes as a prognostic factor in pancreatic cancer.
Studies have demonstrated an increased risk of dying as a result of pancreatic cancer among diabetics or those with increased serum glucose, compared with those without diabetes or with lower serum glucose. 5, 6, 28, 29 However, the long-term survival rate for patients with pancreatic cancer is Ͻ 5%, 2 such that nearly all patients with incident pancreatic cancer also die as a result of the disease. Therefore, identifying an increased risk of dying as a result of pancreatic cancer provides similar information to analyses of incident disease and does not inform length of survival after diagnosis. Few studies have evaluated survival time after diagnosis by diabetes status, and much of the available data pertain only to patients who underwent pancreatectomy, a small subset that comprises 15% to 20% of patients diagnosed with pancreatic cancer. With these limitations, studies evaluating duration of diabetes and survival are conflicting. In a retrospective cohort study of 3,147 patients in the Health Improvement Network, 30 a primary care medical record database in the United Kingdom, modest increases in mortality were noted for patients with pancreatic cancer and diabetes for 3 to 5 years (HR, 1.23; 95% CI, 0.98 to 1.54) and Ͼ 5 years (HR, 1.16; 95% CI, 1.00 to 1.33), compared with patients without diabetes. No increase in mortality was seen for patients with pancreatic cancer and diabetes Ͻ 3 years in duration. Among 209 patients who underwent pancreatectomy at Emory University (Atlanta, GA), 31 survival seemed reduced among patients with new-onset diabetes (Ͻ 2 years duration; HR, 1.75; 95% CI, 1.10 to 2.78) and longer-standing diabetes (Ն 2 years; HR, 1.30; 95% CI, 0.75 to 2.25). In a study of 475 patients from Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (New York, NY), 32 long-standing diabetes (Ն 3 years) was not associated with survival among patients with pancreatic cancer. We observed a reduction in survival among patients with longstanding diabetes that was consistent across three separate patient populations drawn from studies with different designs: two prospective cohort studies and a clinic-based case series. An important strength of the prospective cohort design is its ability to fully capture the spectrum of patients with pancreatic cancer in terms of disease aggressiveness and stage of disease, because individuals are enrolled before their diagnosis and are not identified at selected tertiary care centers. Notably, survival times and stage distribution for patients in NHS and HPFS were highly similar to 121,713 patients included in the National Cancer Data Base, which is thought to capture 76% of pancreatic cancer patient cases diagnosed in the United States each year. 25 Cohort studies also prospectively collect data on exposures, including diabetes and other factors that may affect survival. Thus, these studies limit issues with misclassification and recall bias and allow for rigorous adjustment for comorbidities.
After noting a reduction in survival for patients with longstanding diabetes in two prospective cohorts, we confirmed our results in a separate clinic-based study. As expected from prior studies performed at tertiary care centers, 32 median survival was longer stage for stage among patients from DFCI compared with the prospective cohorts or general US population. 25 Tertiary centers tend to attract patients who are younger and healthier and present with earlier-stage disease, leading to longer overall survival times. Nevertheless, among the DFCI patient population, the relative reduction in survival for patients with long-standing diabetes was highly similar to that seen in the prospective cohorts, translating into a 4-month reduction in median survival. Of note, two multiagent chemotherapy regimens were recently incorporated into treatment for patients with metastatic pancreatic cancer. 33, 34 These two chemotherapy regimens improved median overall survival by 1.8 (gemcitabine plus nab-paclitaxel 34 ) and 4.3 months (FOLFIRINOX [folinic acid, fluorouracil, irinotecan, and oxaliplatin] 33 ) in comparison with single-agent gemcitabine.
Multiple metabolic and inflammatory changes related to glucose intolerance have enhanced pancreatic cancer development in preclinical models. 9,35-38 Furthermore, experimental data indicate that pancreatic tumors develop and metastasize over years, providing opportunities for chronic alterations in systemic metabolism to influence malignant characteristics and growth. 39, 40 Our results suggest that the chronic consequences of diabetes affect survival after diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. A potential explanation for this finding is that the milieu of chronic glucose intolerance has an impact on the genetic architecture of the developing tumor, rendering it more aggressive and leading to shorter patient survival. In this regard, recent studies have suggested differing patient survival in molecularly defined subgroups of pancreatic cancer. [41] [42] [43] However, longterm diabetes also leads to a number of non-malignancyassociated complications, such as heart and kidney disease, which might influence the intensity of administered therapies and patient survival. To improve survival among patients with long-term diabetes, future studies should examine tumor-specific and host factors that may be amenable to therapeutic intervention. Our results also suggest that clinical trials including patients with pancreatic cancer should account for diabetes status and duration across treatment arms.
Limitations of our study also require consideration. Among study participants, treatment programs may have varied by diabetes status, and we could not control for differences in treatment, because we did not systematically collect this information across the studies. Nevertheless, chemotherapy and radiotherapy options are limited and have had only a modest impact on patient survival. 2 Furthermore, our results remained unchanged after exclusion of patients with localized disease, thus limiting the potential of increased perioperative morbidity and mortality among diabetics to explain our results. We used overall mortality in our analyses, as opposed to pancreatic cancerspecific mortality. However, Ͻ 5% of patients with pancreatic cancer are cured of their disease, such that almost all patients die as a result of their cancer rather than other causes. We cannot rule out that our findings may have been influenced in part by residual confounding. Nonetheless, we considered multiple possible confounding covariates and adjusted for a propensity score of comorbid illness without change in our results. Finally, our study participants were predominantly of European descent, and additional studies in other populations are warranted.
In conclusion, long-term diabetes was associated with statistically significantly decreased survival among patients with pancreatic cancer in two large prospective cohort studies and one clinic-based study. In contrast, short-term diabetes was not associated with survival in our three patient populations. These data demonstrate a link between chronic glucose intolerance and pancreatic cancer survival, while suggesting that recent-onset diabetes does not portend a worse prognosis among patients with pancreatic adenocarcinoma.
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Adjusted for age at diagnosis (continuous), sex (male or female), race/ethnicity (white, black, other, or unknown), smoking status (never, past, current, or missing), year of diagnosis (continuous), and stage at diagnosis (localized, locally advanced, metastatic, or unknown), excluding stratification covariate.
†P interaction for long-term diabetics compared with nondiabetics.
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